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The 2015 & 2016 NIRSA Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials’ Manual is a standard in the field of recreational
sports. In its new 17th edition, the NIRSA Rules Book and Manual provides you with the latest rule changes and updates
for sport. Whether you are a coach, an instructor, official, player or fan of the sport, this is the essential rules book for
Flag & Touch Football. This easy to read and follow pocketsize rules book is the resource for you before, during, and
after the game. Regardless if you are an official in campus recreation, a community parks and recreation department or
any number of recreational sports programs, the Official’s Manual helps you keep on top of the sport with the newest
rules and requirement for playing Flag & Touch Football.
In its second edition, this book takes a fresh approach to the study of sports, presenting key concepts such as
socialization, economics, gender, race, ethnicity, religion, politics, the media and the role of sports in society. The authors
offer a critical examination but highlight also the many positive aspects of sports. Each chapter concludes with a popular
culture section, showing how films, television, video games, music and short stories have contributed to our
understanding of sports' significance to our lives. Other features include up-to-date information--such as statistics on
player and owner salaries--and a look at recent controversies in sports, such as performance-enhancing drugs, domestic
violence, online gambling and the growing concern over concussions and post-career health problems. The value of
sports for people with physical disabilities and special needs is discussed, as well as the development of sports studies
programs and the continuing importance of "sportsmanship." The final chapter explores how social media, as well as new
forms of virtual reality and the prevalence of video gaming, are reshaping the concept of what constitutes a sport.
Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
As this latest volume in the Peace & Policy series shows, sports can be an effective mechanism for peacebuilding,
especially when incorporated into conflict-resolution programs. Such programs have been designed to bring children
together in post-conflict situations with an ultimate goal of reducing future violence. In examining such programs, the
volume's contributors ask key questions: "What are the programs achieving?" and "How are they measuring success?"
Although such programs have by and large been successful, some issues need to be addressed if these programs are to
hone their effectiveness.Among the questions explored in the volume are: various aspects of culture and how they can
help shape sports programs; the role of a coach in creating a culture of peace, and how this culture can fit into a
peacebuilding process. Contributors also examine the role of sports in trauma relief programs in Rwanda; the role of
universities in sports; and the role of sports in the demilitarization of child soldiers.The last three contributors tackle some
of the legitimate concerns raised about using sports for peacebuilding, such as sports being competitive, violent, and
focused on winning. Contributors look carefully at these and other issues that have arisen in sports as a tool of conflict
resolution, discuss why they have become concerns, and consider some possible ways to deal with these concerns in
the future.
Colin has yet another argument with his wife and storms out of the house with the intention of watching the remaining half
of a football match in his local pub. However, he is knocked down by a car whilst crossing a road.And,That is just the
start of his troubles...
The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law takes the reader through the most important controversies and critical
developments in law and U.S. sports. Over the course of 30 chapters, leading scholars explore this expanding and
captivating area of law. The Handbook is the first book to gather dozens of perspectives on sports law controversies in
the United States, and will be of interest to those who study and practice sports law, as well as journalists, broadcasters,
and legally minded sports fans. The Oxford Handbook of American Sports Law incorporates analysis of key historical
events in sports law-such as the rise of free agency in professional sports and the concept of "amateurism" for college
athletes-and their broader context. Contemporary legal controversies in U.S. sports and their accompanying questions
are also of central importance: In a sensible legal system, how would long-term neurological injuries from contact sports
be addressed? How would the use of racially insensitive team names be resolved? How would a seemingly trivial dispute
over air pressure in footballs be studied from the competing perspectives of players, teams, and leagues? The Oxford
Handbook of American Sports Law weighs not just the facts, but how courts and lawmakers ought to consider the most
important questions at stake. The essays in this volume also canvass the types of legal controversies in sports likely to
surface in the future. This is particularly true of law and technology matters, including those related to broadcasting and
streaming. Legal doctrine has been and will continue to be forced to adapt to these developments, and the Handbook
both forecasts coming debates and outlines where the law may be headed.
Critical theory has a long history, but a relatively recent intersection with public relations. This ground-breaking collection
engages with commonalities and differences in the traditions, whilst encouraging plural perspectives in the contemporary
public relations field. Compiled by a high-profile and widely respected team of academics and bringing together other key
scholars from this field and beyond, this unique international collection marks a major stage in the evolution of critical
public relations. It will increasingly influence how critical theory informs public relations and communication. The
collection takes stock of the emergence of critical public relations alongside diverse theoretical traditions, critiques and
actions, methodologies and future implications. This makes it an essential reference for public relations researchers,
educators and students around a world that is becoming more critical in the face of growing inequality and environmental
challenges. The volume is also of interest to scholars in advertising, branding, communication, consumer studies, cultural
studies, marketing, media studies, political communication and sociology.
The risk of athletes sustaining concussion while participating in professional team sports raises two serious concerns
both nationally and internationally. First, concussion in sport carries a public health risk, given that injured athletes may
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have to deal with significant long-term medical complications, with some of the worst cases resulting in Chronic
Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE). Secondly, sports governing bodies are now exposed to the risk of financial and
reputational damage as a consequence of legal proceedings being filed against them. A good example of this, among
many other recent examples, is the case of the United States of America’s National Football League (NFL), the
governing body for American football, which, in 2015, committed to pay US$ 1 billion to settle the class action filed by its
former professional players. This book examines how to most efficiently reduce these public health and legal risks, and
proposes a harmonised solution across sports and legal systems.
Want to be the next Buffett? Learning and understanding his rules to success is a good place to start. This book will
reveal some of the most important rules that Warren Buffett abide to. All of which helped him achieved his tremendous
success and attain his current status and popularity.
Beyond being an athlete or coach, there are numerous careers in the sports industry that job seekers can consider. This volume focuses on
the law angle of sports, representing athletes and sports organizations in legal situations, whether personal or professional. Some sports law
jobs don't even require law school, making the information valuable to students not interested in long-term education. Career preparation
series are a terrific tool for students getting ready to take the next step toward college and beyond.
America loves sports. This book examines and details the proof of this fascination seen throughout American society—in our literature, film,
and music; our clothing and food; and the iconography of the nation.
So You Think You Know Football? is the motherlode of NFL rules and their interpretations. Whether you know everything about on- and offfield rules or are a true novice, Austro deftly illustrates the ins and outs of the NFL rulebook using examples from actual games. Test your
inner referee with questions about the correct call and how slight changes might affect the ruling. Do you know why spiking the ball
immediately to stop the clock is not considered intentional grounding, while hesitating a few seconds then spiking the ball is? See if you would
have made the right call in a game played between the Chicago Bears and Oakland Raiders on November 27, 2011—with additional quiz
questions from other games involving similar controversies. Keep this book right next to your favorite football-watching chair to consult during
the game and visit ThinkYouKnowFootball.com to stay updated on interpretations affected by rule modifications.
Administration of Intercollegiate Athletics brings together some of the most knowledgeable professionals in the field of athletics administration
to create an essential resource for all who aspire to work in this exciting field. This wide-ranging compilation of vital material on the subject of
athletics administration is the most comprehensive textbook available to instructors of upper-level courses in sport management and a
valuable resource for those in Division I, Division II, Division III, junior college, and National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics levels. This
textbook takes a unique approach in the domain of sport education. Contributors to the text, chosen for their widely acknowledged expertise
in collegiate athletics administration, provide students with access to ideas from top researchers in the field to incorporate into their evolving
professional philosophy. The text offers practical considerations and applications for financial operations, budgeting, marketing, corporate
sponsorship, safety and risk assessment, ticketing, licensing, and alumni relations. These topics, in addition to those on media relations,
facility and event management, and athlete services are unparalleled to any other text in the industry. There is detailed information on
expectations in academics and status of standards for athletic eligibility and discussions of the importance of publicity and promotion, public
relations, and media production in today’s college athletics. Learning tools in Administration of Intercollegiate Athletics enrich students’
understanding: • Leadership Lessons provide key points, inspiring a leadership mind-set that is critical to success in today’s world of college
athletics administration. • Opening scenarios and chapter objectives create a framework for learning, highlighting critical points and
translating material to a real-world setting. • Sidebars and case studies call out important concepts from readings. • Industry Profile Q&As
offer students a chance to see how working administrators reached their present roles. • Learning activities for each chapter present real-life
situations and direct students in applying what they have learned. • Instructor ancillary materials include a test package for evaluating
students’ comprehension and an image bank of content for lecture slides. With content developed in partnership with working practitioners,
the information presented in Administration of Intercollegiate Athletics is foundational knowledge essential to professional administrators.
After reading this text, students will understand each unit in an athletics department and be able to hit the ground running in any one of these
units while understanding the broader organizational context.
Consent is used in many different social and legal contexts with the pervasive understanding that it is, and has always been, about autonomy
– but has it? Beginning with an overview of consent’s role in law today, this book investigates the doctrine’s inseparable association with
personal autonomy and its effect in producing both idealised and demonised forms of personhood and agency. This prompts a search for
alternative understandings of consent. Through an exploration of sexual offences in Antiquity, medical practice in the Middle Ages, and the
regulation of bodily harm on the present-day sports field, this book demonstrates that, in contrast to its common sense story of autonomy,
consent more often operates as an act of submission than as a form of personal freedom or agency. The book explores the implications of
this counter-narrative for the law’s contemporary uses of consent, arguing that the kind of freedom consent is meant to enact might be
foreclosed by the very frame in which we think about autonomy itself. This book will be of interest to scholars of many aspects of law, history,
and feminism as well as students of criminal law, bioethics, and political theory.
For undergraduate courses in sports economics, this book introduces core economic concepts developed through examples from the sports
industry. The sports industry provides a seemingly endless set of examples from every area of microeconomics, giving students the
opportunity to study economics in a context that holds their interest. The Economics of Sports explores economic concepts and theory of
industrial organization, public finance, and labor economics in the context of applications and examples from American and international
sports.
Focusing on new reference sources published since 2008 and reference titles that have retained their relevance, this new edition brings
O’Gorman’s complete and authoritative guide to the best reference sources for small and medium-sized academic and public libraries fully
up to date.
Placekicking in the NFLA History and AnalysisMcFarland
" NFL placekicking has quite a history, from the dropkick, to the placekick, to kicking barefoot, to soccer style kicking. Each style of kicking is
analyzed through statistics to show its effectiveness for field goals and extra points. Also discussed is the use of artificial turf and the
development of domed stadiums and their effects on placekicking accuracy"-This wide-ranging history synthesizes scholarship and media sources to give the reader an inside view of the television contracts, labor
issues, and other off-the-field forces that shaped the National Football League. Historian Richard Crepeau shows how Commissioner Pete
Rozelle's steady leadership guided the league's explosive growth during the era of Monday Night Football and the Super Bowl's
transformation into a mid-winter spectacle. Crepeau also delves into the league's masterful exploitation of media from radio to the internet, its
ability to get taxpayers to subsidize team stadiums, and its success in delivering an outlet for experiencing vicarious violence to a public
uneasy over the changing rules of masculinity. Probing and learned, NFL Football tells an epic American success story peopled by largerthan-life figures and driven by ambition, money, sweat, and dizzying social and technological changes.
The first edition of this work, published in 1993, refuted the notion that administrative ethics could not be studied empirically. In this second
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edition, Frederickson (public administration, University of Kansas) and Ghere (political science, University of Dayton) expand their scope to
include both the managerial and individual/moral dimensions of ethical behavior, and add a new section on administrative ethics and
globalization. Other sections cover organizational designs that support ethical behavior, market forces that compromise administrative ethics,
and unintended outcomes of anticorruption reforms. The book is appropriate for a graduate course in public sector ethics.
NIRSA, the leader in collegiate recreation—with a membership serving over 8 million students—provides the latest rule changes in flag and
touch football with its 19th edition of a classic in the field. The 2019 & 2020 NIRSA Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials' Manual
highlights all the rule text that has changed since the previous edition, making it easy to locate what is new or changed. Updated information
for officials includes instruction on proper mechanics for three-person and four-person crews. And the pocket size of the guide makes it easy
to consult at games, whether you’re a coach, instructor, official, player, or fan of flag and touch football. The manual also offers summaries
on fouls and penalties, youth football rules, and 4 on 4 football rules, and it presents the 10 commandments for clinicians and observers. It
contains detailed explanations of the following rules: Rule 1. The Game, Field, Players, and Equipment Rule 2. Definitions of Playing Terms
Rule 3. Periods, Time Factors, and Substitutions Rule 4. Ball in Play, Dead Ball, and Out of Bounds Rule 5. Series of Downs, Number of
Downs, and Team Possession After Penalty Rule 6. Kicking the Ball Rule 7. Snapping, Handing, and Passing the Ball Rule 8. Scoring Plays
and Touchback Rule 9. Conduct of Players and Others Rule 10. Enforcement of Penalties The officials’ portion is then presented in seven
sections: Part I. Officiating Basics Part II. Game Administration Part III. Officiating Responsibilities Part IV. Communication Part V. 3-Person
Mechanics Part VI. 4-Person Mechanics Part VII. NIRSA Official Flag Football Signals This easy-to-read rule book and officials’ manual
reflects NIRSA’s continuing commitment to the development of flag and touch football and the organization’s efforts to keep training and
officials’ manuals current and relevant. As such, this pocket guide is an essential resource for officials, coaches, and players connected to
flag and touch football in various settings, from youth levels through collegiate levels.
Sportsmanship is a broad concept: ethics, fairness, honor and self-control. Some people find it difficult to define what makes a “good sport,”
but state “I know one when I see one.” This collection of new essays brings together the work of more than two dozen contributors from
around the world who teach sportsmanship in a range of academic disciplines including sociology, psychology, economics, education,
kinesiology and applied athletics. Topics include the moral ambiguities of cheating; recreation in prison; ethics and character formation;
coaching perspectives; gender; race; and the portrayal of sportsmanship in film. Instructors considering this book for use in a course may
request an examination copy here.
Many observers have pointed out what is wrong with youth sport: an emphasis on winning at all costs; parental over-involvement; high
participation costs that exclude many families; lack of vigorous physical activity; lack of player engagement; and no focus on development.
Currently, most attempts at righting the wrongs of youth sport have focused on coach education and curriculum, but in this book, the authors
offer a different approach—one that involves changing the game itself. Re-Designing Youth Sport combines vivid examples and case studies
of innovative sport programs who are re-designing their sport with a comprehensive toolkit for practitioners on how to change their game for
bigger and better outcomes. It offers a fresh and exciting perspective on the seemingly intractable issues in sport. It presents a practical and
empowering pathway for readers to apply the examples and tools to the outcomes that they aspire to achieve in their sport, such as
increased fun and excitement, life-skills building, gender inclusion, increased sportspersonship, greater parity and avoidance of one-sided
competition, and positive parental roles. The book also reveals how community leagues as well as national and international sport governing
bodies are using re-design to accelerate player skill development, tactical awareness, and physical fitness.
Lists and explains professional football's playing rules as determined by the National Football League.
Sporting contests have provided mass entertainment throughout history, and today generate revenues of approximately $200 billion annually
in the US alone. Like in the entertainment industry, the modern sports industry’s revenues are based on the entertainment value of output
and more entertaining sporting contests imply greater game-day attendance, television revenues and sales of merchandise. Research by
economists has attempted to understand and explain behavior as it relates to sporting contests, showing that standard microeconomic theory
used to explain consumer and producer behavior can also be applied to the behavior of fans, team owners, league executives and players.
One commonality among many ancient and modern sports is the existence of violence and aggression in contests. Compare, for example, a
modern NASCAR race with a Roman chariot race: Only the technology has changed. From the perspective of an economist, violence in
sporting contests is an outcome of the forces of supply and demand, and the phenomenon exists because fans respond to it. Spectator
preferences for violence bid up the monetary return to this behavior, and the rational response is a more violent or aggressive output. The
optimum level of violent or aggressive play in sporting contests is an empirical issue and this book contains chapters on violence and
aggression in sports, concentrating on the reasons for the existence and persistence of such behavior. Following a chapter devoted to the
history of violence and aggression in sports, subsequent chapters are designed to cover the breadth of international professional sports
including American football, soccer, ice hockey, basketball, baseball, auto racing, and fighting sports. Each chapter will contain econometric
analysis of violence and aggressive play in a given sport. The individual chapters will examine whether or not a given sports league or
governing body should intervene to reduce violence, and where intervention is warranted, extent of appropriate interventions is evaluated. In
addition to academics and students concerned with the economics and history of sport, the book’s emphasis on policies at the league and
governing-body levels means this book will also be of interest representatives of those institutions. .

Football is the most popular sport in the world. Globalisation and commercialisation of the game, however, have created new
conflicts and challenges. This book explores the role of the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) within the rising significance of
football in Asia, drawing on three key theoretical perspectives: globalisation, neo-institutionalism and governance, as well as
comprehensive data from interviews and archive material. It explores the organisational structure of AFC, its decision-making
processes, relations with other actors, and policies put forward. To understand the specificities AFC has faced in its 60-year
history, the broader historical, political, economic, socio-cultural and geographic contexts of football in Asia are taken into account.
Human impacts and emerging mega-trends such as climate change and energy scarcity will impact natural resource management
in this century. This is especially true for deltas because of their ecological and economic importance and their sensitivity to
climate change. The Mississippi delta is one of the largest in the world and has been strongly impacted by human activities.
Currently there is an ambitious plan for restoration of the delta. This book, by a renown group of delta experts, provides an
overview of the challenges facing the delta and charts - a way forward to sustainable management.
Written for the upper-level undergraduate or graduate level course for students pursing a degree in Sports and Recreation
Management, Human Resources in Sports: A Managerial Approach presents practical applications used by industry professionals
in the areas of performance evaluation, benefits administration, candidate selection, employee discipline tactics, and much more.
A wealth of information is provided by the authors who share a rich history of real-world sports experience as the former Human
Resource Manager for a professional National Hockey League (NHL) franchise and an administrator for a Division II institution
belonging to the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA). Every chapter features multiple case studies, industry voices, a
global spotlight, discussion topics, and applied activities that emphasize the fusion of human resource management and sports.
EZ RPG is story-driven, universal role playing made easy. Play games in any genre from fantasy to science fiction, ranging from
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the ridiculous to the horrific. This easy to learn game system uses only a couple of six sided dice. Good for beginning gamers as
well as the experienced table top role playing guru. Generate fun and compelling characters in minutes. New worlds of fun and
adventure await, your imagination is the only limit.
Football is unquestionably the world’s most popular and influential sport. There is no corner of the globe in which the game is not
played or followed. More countries are affiliated to FIFA, football’s governing body, than to the United Nations. The sport has
therefore become an important component of our social, cultural, political and economic life. The Routledge Handbook of Football
Studies is a landmark work of reference, going further than any other book in considering the historical and contemporary
significance of football around the world. Written by a team of leading sport scholars, the book covers a broad range of disciplines
from history, sociology, politics and business, to philosophy, law and media studies. The central section of the book examines key
themes and issues in football studies, such as the World Cup and international competition, governance and ownership, fandom
and celebrity. The concluding section offers in-depth surveys of the culture and organisation of football in each of the regional
confederations, from UEFA to CONCACAF. This book will be fascinating reading for any serious football fan and an essential
resource for advanced students or scholars undertaking research in football or sport studies, and any practitioner or policy-maker
working in football.
The NIRSA" Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials' Manual" contains the official rules for flag and touch football. The book
standardizes the rules and mechanics for the game of screen-blocking (noncontact) football.
Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real. But when a handsome swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat
an hour from her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy and reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social
scene, and no action. But it does have a mysterious stone tower, ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a mermaid’s
tale… Before the summer is through, Killian will find the truth of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a centuriesold curse.
Using years of research and interviews with adventure sports athletes, the New York Times best-selling author of Abundance and
A Small, Fury Prayer attempts to unlock the secrets to ultimate human performance and the state of consciousness called “flow."
25,000 first printing.
An “excellent sports history” (Publishers Weekly) in the tradition of Michael Lewis’s Moneyball, award-winning historian S.C. Gwynne tells
the incredible story of how two unknown coaches revolutionized American football at every level, from high school to the NFL. Hal Mumme
spent fourteen mostly losing seasons coaching football before inventing a potent passing offense that would soon shock players, delight fans,
and terrify opposing coaches. It all began at a tiny, overlooked college called Iowa Wesleyan, where Mumme was head coach and Mike
Leach, a lawyer who had never played college football, was hired as his offensive line coach. In the cornfields of Iowa these two mad
inventors, drawn together by a shared disregard for conventionalism and a love for Jimmy Buffett, began to engineer the purest, most
extreme passing game in the 145-year history of football. Implementing their “Air Raid” offense, their teams—at Iowa Wesleyan and later at
Valdosta State and the University of Kentucky—played blazingly fast—faster than any team ever had before, and they routinely beat teams with
far more talented athletes. And Mumme and Leach did it all without even a playbook. “A superb treat for all gridiron fans” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review), The Perfect Pass S.C. Gwynne explores Mumme’s leading role in changing football from a run-dominated sport to a passdominated one, the game that tens of millions of Americans now watch every fall weekend. Whether you’re a casual or ravenous football fan,
this is “a rousing tale of innovation” (Booklist), and “Gwynne’s book ably relates the story of that innovation and the successes of the man
who devised it” (New York Journal of Books).
Drawing on the author's 30-year study of football statistics, this book presents new methods for analyzing the game in different ways. An
examination of known distances for missed field goals offers an accurate method for evaluating placekickers. Reassessments of punters and
running backs are included, along with an overhaul of the NFL's passer rating system. Topics previously unexplored through statistics are
covered, such as momentum, defining "What is a dynasty?" and "What is a Cinderella team?"
A behavioral economist and a veteran Sports Illustrated writer analyze hidden influences and subtle biases that shape sports plays, covering
such topics as performance pressures, the "home field advantage" and the overpayment of athletic talent. Reprint.
Sports Law by Adam Epstein brings the multi-billion dollar business of sport to the classroom. Epstein's book delves into the world of
interscholastic, intercollegiate and professional athletics by exploring various categories of law and its relationship to sport. In addition to
providing an examination of the history of the NCAA, this textbook examines relevant NCAA cases along with excerpts from the most recent
NCAA bylaws in chapters throughout the book. This aspect of the text is particularly helpful for those who have an interest in pursuing a
career in college sports. The book begins with an examination of the most current cases and regulations governing sports agents and how
such individuals have helped to shape the sport business. The author also provides the best discussion on the importance and role of
contracts in the sports industry with an exploration of various sports contracts and special contract clauses. Along with the aforementioned
topics, Sports Law dives into other important legal topics in the sports industry including torts, crimes, Title IX and gender issues, social
media concerns, disability issues, antitrust and labor issues involving leagues and their player associations, an examination of international
issues including the Olympic Movement and more. Epstein provides abridged cases involving Andy Oliver, Jeremy Bloom, Coach Jim O'Brien
and others. Sports Law brings the dynamic and exciting world of sports law to the undergraduate and graduate student. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The 2021 & 2022 NIRSA Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials' Manual provides the latest rule changes in flag and touch football. It
offers updated information for officials, including rules for Unified flag football and updated field diagrams reflecting the 30-yard line.
American criminal justice is a dysfunctional mess. Cops are too violent, the punishments are too punitive, and the so-called Land of the Free
imprisons more people than any other country in the world. Understanding why means focusing on color—not only on black or white (which
already has been studied extensively), but also on green. The problem is that nearly everyone involved in criminal justice—including district
attorneys, elected judges, the police, voters, and politicians—faces bad incentives. Local towns often would rather send people to prison on
someone else’s dime than pay for more effective policing themselves. Local police forces can enrich themselves by turning into warrior cops
who steal from innocent civilians. Voters have very little incentive to understand the basic facts about crime or how to fix it—and vote
accordingly. And politicians have every incentive to cater to voters’ worst biases. Injustice for All systematically diagnoses why and where
American criminal justice goes wrong, and offers functional proposals for reform. By changing who pays for what, how people are appointed,
how people are punished, and which things are criminalized, we can make the US a country which guarantees justice for all. Key Features:
Shows how bad incentives, not "bad apples," cause the dysfunction in American criminal justice Focuses not only on overincarceration, but
on overcriminalization and other failures of the criminal justice system Provides a philosophical and practical defense of reducing the scope of
what’s considered criminal activity Crosses ideological lines, highlighting both the weaknesses and strengths of liberal, conservative, and
libertarian agendas Fully integrates tools from philosophy and social science, making this stand out from the many philosophy books on
punishment, on the one hand, and the solely empirical studies from sociology and criminal science, on the other Avoids disciplinary jargon,
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broadening the book’s suitability for students and researchers in many different fields and for an interested general readership Offers
plausible reforms that realign specific incentives with the public good.
NIRSA, the leader in collegiate recreation—with its membership serving over 8 million students—provides the latest rule changes in flag and
touch football with its 18th edition of a classic in the field. The 2017 & 2018 NIRSA Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials’ Manual
also offers updated information for the Flag & Touch Football Officials’ Manual as well as instruction on proper mechanics for three-person
and four-person crews. This new edition highlights the rule changes in the book, making it easy for you to pick out what’s new or changed.
And the pocket size of the book makes it easy to consult at games, whether you’re a coach, instructor, official, player, or fan of flag and
touch football. The 2017 & 2018 NIRSA Flag & Touch Football Rules Book & Officials’ Manual, developed by the NIRSA Flag Football
Editorial Board, offers a section on the changes for 2017 and 2018 and explains the following rules: Rule 1. The Game, Field, Players, and
Equipment Rule 2. Definitions of Playing Terms Rule 3. Periods, Time Factors, and Substitutions Rule 4. Ball in Play, Dead Ball, and Out of
Bounds Rule 5. Series of Downs, Number of Down, and Team Possession After Penalty Rule 6. Kicking the Ball Rule 7. Snapping, Handing,
and Passing the Ball Rule 8. Scoring Plays and Touchback Rule 9. Conduct of Players and Others Rule 10. Enforcement of Penalties The
book also offers summaries on these topics: • Fouls and penalties • Co-rec football rules • Youth football rules • 4 on 4 football rules • 10
commandments for clinicians and observers The NIRSA Football Officials’ Manual is then presented in seven sections: Part I. Officiating
Basics Part II. Game Administration Part III. Officiating Responsibilities Part IV. Communication Part V. 3-Person Mechanics Part VI.
4-Person Mechanics Part VII. Code of Official Football Signals This easy-to-read rule book and officials’ manual reflects NIRSA’s continuing
commitment to the development of flag and touch football and the organization’s efforts to keep training and officials’ manuals current and
relevant. As such, this book is an essential resource for officials, coaches, and players connected to flag and touch football in various
settings, from youth levels through collegiate levels.
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